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Securing Digital Communications

Email is the easiest and most cost-effective vector used by 
cyber attackers to compromise organizations' users and assets. 
Phishing and spear phishing attacks prey on human curiosity. 
Business email compromise (BEC) attacks try to impersonate 
executives, company leaders, and corporate domains. Any 
incoming email can contain malware, and high volumes of spam 
email barrage companies daily, wasting precious server and 
administrative resources.   

Spamina Cloud Email Firewall is a secure email gateway that 
transparently detects, blocks, and simplifies management of 
email-based cyber threats and spam. A powerful, multi-layer 
firewall, Spamina Cloud Email Firewall is scalable, fault tolerant, 
and ideal for companies with mailboxes in the cloud or on 
premises. Advanced capabilities defend against incoming and 
outgoing email-based threats and protect your organization's 
reputation.

CLOUD EMAIL FIREWALL
Secure incoming and outgoing email with powerful 
multi-layered protection and customizable, 
fine-grained control 

KEY BENEFITS

Made in Europe
Our data centers have deep knowledge of 
region-specific data requirements and risks. We operate 
in areas where your data privacy is legally protected 
from third parties.

Ensure Email Security
Add a layer of security to email traffic and additional 
security features for Office 365 and Google Mail. Further 
strengthen your security posture with Spamina antivirus, 
anti-malware, and Advanced Threat Protection (ATP) 
modules. 

Filters Inbound and Outbound Email
Protect users from incoming email-based threats, and 
preserve your company's reputation by ensuring 
authenticity of outbound messages.

Prevent Identity Theft and Impersonation 
Ensure that email is sent only from authorized servers 
and that traffic is delivered over a secure channel with 
integrity guaranteed by Domain Keys Identified Mail 
(DKIM). Identify and stop incoming email that supposedly 
comes from your users or those using homophones and 
look-alike domains.
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Secure Incoming and Outgoing Email 
Cost-Effectively

Gain multi-layer connection, antivirus, reputation, 
content, and proprietary Simile fingerprint-based filtering 
in a single, highly flexible email firewall

Detect and block threats across multiple vectors, 
including business email compromise and impersonation 

Enforce TLS connection to ensure private communication 

Support DMARC, DKIM, and SPF

Block all spam in the cloud to prevent it from reaching 
users

Ensure Email Continuity

Automatically store all incoming mail in cloud for up to 5 
days

Retain email, including list messages and spam, for up to 
28 days

Enable users to continue working during email server 
downtime via Webmail

Customize Quickly and Easily

Define general policies and implement fine-grained 
policies with no impact to users

Tailor policies by message attributes, content, usage

Choose to reject, redirect, inspect, or block messages and 
attachments

Enable users to easily manage their own email and access 
preferences

Add additional capabilities, such as data leak prevention, 
encryption, archiving, and threat prevention, with a click  

Seamless Integration

Automate user registration and synchronization 

Synchronize user and distribution lists between Microsoft 
Active Directory and the cloud

Full IPv6 support

Interoperable with Microsoft Office 365 and Google Mail

Cloud Email
Firewall



EXTEND A POWERFUL RANGE OF PROTECTION
Spamina Cloud Email Firewall is built on a multi-layer filtering 
architecture designed to deliver outstanding effectiveness and 
reliability for inbound and outbound email traffic. It combines 
connection, antivirus, reputation, and content filtering to detect and 
block threats originating from multiple threat vectors, including 
spammers, phishing, Directory Harvest Attack (DHA), viruses, and 
other forms of malware. 

Spamina protects against socially engineered email attacks designed 
to deceive users into revealing sensitive data. Spamina Cloud Email 
Firewall scans all inbound email and inspects headers, domain 
details, and content to identify—and stop—BEC messages 
attempting to impersonate the company's executives.

STOP SPAM IN BOTH DIRECTIONS
Spamina enables you to cost-effectively manage incoming and 
outgoing email in one solution. It separates incoming automatic bulk 
mailings from legitimate corporate email using advanced analysis 
techniques. It blocks all spam in the cloud, with fewer than one in 1M 
false positives. Spamina Cloud Email Firewall supports 
Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting & Conformance 
(DMARC), DKIM, and Sender Policy Framework (SPF) protocols.  
Spamina preserves your organization's online reputation by filtering 
sent email. Outbound email is scanned and analyzed to prevent it 
from being used for spamming and to ensure that it does not contain 
malware. 

DEFEND AGAINST IMPERSONATION
Spamina combines multiple techniques and tools that detect 
attempts to impersonate your organization in outgoing email. You 
can publish strict SPF records and automatically and transparently 
sign any outgoing traffic with DKIM, register your IP addresses to 
prevent spoofing, and even enforce strict matches between header 
and envelope addresses. Further defend again suspicious spoofed 
email with Spamina ATP. 

EASILY CUSTOMIZABLE CAPABILITIES
Spamina Cloud Email Firewall provides a powerful rules engine that 
allows you to set policy for inbound and outbound email. Define and 
set general policies and configurations and then implement 
fine-grained policies as needed—even down to specific users. 
Policies can be based on message attributes or content and 
deployed with no impact to users. The cloud service can reject 
emails, redirect messages, block outgoing mail, inspect and add 
headers, take action according to MIME attachments, and enforce 
TLS connections to ensure privacy. 

Support distribution lists, including both addresses protected by the 
service and external addresses, such as @gmail.com. Open lists to 
any sender or limit lists as needed. 

PRESERVE EMAIL—AND BUSINESS—CONTINUITY
Spamina Cloud Email Firewall email service continuity ensures that 
email is always accessible, from anywhere. Incoming email is 
automatically stored for up to five days, enabling easy retrieval if 
users accidentally delete a message. Retain all email, including list 
messages and spam, for up to 28 days. With Webmail access, users 
can keep working even during email server downtime. 

SIMPLIFIED MANAGEMENT
The Cloud Email Firewall console unifies firewall administration 
under a single pane of glass. Fast, easy policy deployment saves time. 
Manage user and domain aliases, passwords, and filtering levels—or 
enable users to manage their own messages. Define "allowed" and 
"blocked" domains globally. Spamina delivers statistics on all email 
traffic and customized reporting for each domain under protection. 
The Spamina Notifier tool alerts users when they receive spam.

INTEGRATE AND SYNCHRONIZE SEAMLESSLY
Spamina Cloud Email Firewall integrates seamlessly with Microsoft 
Exchange, Office 365, Google Mail, Zimbra, and SMTP 
standard-compliant email platforms. It provides an ideal 
anti-malware, anti-spam, and smart host outgoing mail gateway for 
Office 365 and offers full IPv6 support. Automate user registration 
and synchronization with Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
(LDAP) or Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). Easily synchronize 
lists by pushing updates in your Active Directory user base to the 
cloud and distribution lists.

REPORT AND RESPOND
Review logs of all email and search logs by almost any criteria— 
subject, to/from, date range, classification (spam/valid/mailing lists), 
and others. Logs can be exported from the console itself or be 
integrated with a SIEM using the Spamina web API.

EXTEND THE BENEFITS
Spamina delivers cost-effective, powerful protection and flexibility in 
a single, holistic platform. Integrate other Spamina Cloud Email 
solutions with just a click to extend protection for instant messaging, 
data leak prevention, encryption, archiving, threat prevention, and 
compliance reporting. Manage everything in a single pane of glass. 
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ASK FOR A FREE TRIAL 
spamina.com/en/free-evaluation

About Spamina
Spamina provides innovative enterprise solutions in the areas of Threat 
Prevention, Data Governance and Secure Collaboration. Our cloud services 
offer customers a safe communication environment where business continuity, 
service scalability and cost-effectiveness are ensured. Headquartered in 
Madrid (Spain), Spamina serves customers in more than 50 countries, 
supported by a network of authorized partners.
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For more information:

www.spamina.com 

+34 91 368 77 33  

info@spamina.com


